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Following weeks of increasing pressure from the government and impending legal action in the
courts, Gen. Patricio Rios, commander of the Fuerza Aerea de Chile (FACh), resigned on Oct.
13. His resignation was the latest fallout from a scandal that erupted in early September, when
the government-owned daily La Nacion reported the revival of the Comando Conjunto, a secret
organization under the FACh whose mission was to eliminate members of the Partido Comunista
and other leftists in the early years of Gen. Augusto Pinochet's 1973-1990 dictatorship (see NotiSur,
2002-10-04).
Rios' resignation was announced by President Ricardo Lagos and Defense Minister Michelle
Bachelet. Lagos said Gen. Rios had informed him that he was stepping down. "Under the current
conditions, I appreciate his decision, and I will name a successor in the coming days," the president
said. In the resignation letter, read by Minister Bachelet, Rios said he was leaving "for the good
of the institution" to which he had dedicated 40 years of his life. Lagos emphasized that criminal
responsibility is "individual and does not affect institutions to which the individual belongs." He
said that the FACh is "a solid institution, which functions well, and therefore we let the justice
system act as it is supposed to act. And that does not affect the civilian-military relationship." Rios
reportedly had demanded certain guarantees before he would resign.
The government rejected his demands, only offering him "a dignified exit." "I believe that a
negotiated resignation is when something is granted in exchange for something else, and nothing
like that has happened here," said presidential spokesperson Heraldo Munoz. "This situation
indicates the need for constitutional reforms...as well as the need to give the president the authority
to remove military commanders at the moment it becomes necessary."
Under the 1980 Constitution drafted by Pinochet, Chile's president does not have the power to fire
the top generals in the armed forces. He needs the approval of two-thirds of the National Security
Council made up of the heads of the three branches of the armed forces and the Carabineros
militarized police, along with five civilians.

Judge orders another general's arrest
Although government officials and even military colleagues had been urging him to step down,
Rios' decision came only after Judge Mario Carroza ordered the arrest of retired Gen. Patricio
Campos for obstruction of justice on Oct. 8. Campos had resigned Sept. 17. Gen. Rios had assigned
Campos to oversee FACh investigations into the disappearances that occurred during the military
regime and to investigate the possible rearticulation of the Comando Conjunto.
Campos allegedly hid or destroyed information he received to protect his wife, Viviana Ugarte, who
had been a member of the Comando Conjunto and involved in two disappearances. Carroza, who is
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assigned exclusively to investigating the disappearances that took place during the Pinochet regime,
ordered Campos' arrest because of evidence that he not only hid information from the Mesa de
Dialogo de Derechos Humanos, a military-civilian group formed in 1999 to gather information about
the 1,300 disappeared during the Pinochet regime, but also changed statements of former members
of the Commando Conjunto to shield his wife.

Rios is sued by human rights groups
Although Rios at first refused to follow Campos' lead, he was finally backed into a corner when the
Agrupacion de Familiares de Detenidos Desaparecidos (AFDD) filed a law suit against him at the
same time lawmakers of the governing Concertacion coalition threatened to present a constitutional
motion against him in the Chamber of Deputies. "What we have done is file a suit against the head
of the FACh for [obstruction of justice] and for lying regarding the information that this institution
already turned over," said Mireya Garcia of the AFDD. When questioned about the legitimacy of the
Mesa de Dialogo, Garcia replied, "It was something that stopped being credible when it started. The
truth is we never had confidence in it. We knew that they wouldn't deliver all the information; it was
wrong and this new situation confirms it."
In early 2001, the military turned over a report with details on the fate of about 200 of the detained/
disappeared. However, much of the information proved inaccurate, and families of the victims
believe that the FACh deliberately hid part of the information they compiled from members who
participated in the repression during the dictatorship. The Santiago Court of Appeals appointed
Judge Jorge Dahm to head the investigation into Rios' conduct. Dahm said that he had been
presented with sufficient evidence to show that Gen.
Rios obstructed justice during the judicial investigation into the Commando Conjunto case. Rios
is being represented by Miguel Alex Schweitzer, one of Pinochet's lawyers. Rios is also accused of
influence peddling regarding the purchase of a fleet of helicopters for US$30 million.
"Gen. Rios must explain to the country how he acquired the North American Bell 412 helicopters,
which he bought from a personal friend," said retired Gen. Cesar Topali, who resigned from the
FACh 15 months ago, citing "irreconcilable differences" with his superior. Topali, in statements
published in the daily La Tercera, said that Rios decided to acquire 12 used Bell 412 helicopters in
the US for US$2.5 million each, without going through a bidding process.

Lagos moves closer to winning constitutional reforms
Rios' resignation is a definite victory for Lagos and will boost his efforts to win passage for
amendments to the 1980 Constitution. "This whole episode had strengthened his argument for
important changes to the Constitution," a presidential aide said. The reforms include restoring
the president's power to remove military leaders from office and eliminating the lifetime and
designated senators. "President Lagos will use this latest case to continue the modernization
process," said the aide.
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